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We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological change



Mind-boggling velocity of change



Entering the era of real-life science fiction
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Amazon Echo (Alexa) and Pepper (Japan): companions?



2020: complete virtual and augmented reality integration



Imagine the professional and B2B applications: ‘new ways of seeing things’ 



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology: from our hands to our bodies to our brains

Image: Minority Report The Movie



http://mollymcleod.com/wallpapers/





Social, mobile, analytics, cloud…
and Intelligence (SMACI)



Social, mobile, analytics, cloud…
and Intelligence (SMACI)





Intelligent Assistance / Augmentation / Amplification (IA)



Ambient Computing - Predictive Analytics - Business ‘Super Intelligence’



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Image: Minority Report The Movie

Predictive analytics and anticipatory services: the new standard 



Source: Frank Diana

The intelligent cloud aka global brain



Reframing customer-relationships



Platform versus Destination 
Interaction before transaction



Content is the new marketing: Create + Co-Create + Curate



All businesses become storytellers, publishers, broadcasters



Digital transformation: inverted marketing, advertising, branding:  
less ‘talking to the world’, more ‘getting the world to talk’



Source: Peter Diamandis
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Reaching abundance in many sectors of our society  
will result in a rethinking of the global economic logic

Source: Peter Diamandis



Abundance is certain: first media, content, travel - then 
financial services, banking, transportation, energy…



Fighting abundance: become indispensable by constantly 
adding new values that cannot be easily copied



In a world of abundant possibilities mindshare is everything



Twitter: @gleonhard

The role of 
technology in 

our lives



#ManMachine is the key topic for the next 10 years (and beyond)





http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/538401/who-will-own-the-robots/

Will we ride on-top of technology or be crushed by it?



Non-routine cognitive jobs: safe for now; but added values are crucial









The logic of work and retirement
Today Tomorrow
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Reductionism is a dead-end street 
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Reductionism is a dead-end street 



The Apple music / news example: technology and humanity

“It’s technology married with 
liberal arts—married with the 
humanities—that yields us the 

result that makes our hearts 
sing” *Steve Jobs 2011



Our uniquely human values…



Image Via Tarry Singh

Up-skilling and right-braining



Technology
Algorithms

Software

Cloud

Machines

Screens

‘Humarithms’ Trust

Embodiment
Serendipity

Relationships

Emotions
Mystery

Anonymity

Awareness AI / IA

Successful people and businesses will be good in both segments



1. Expect exponential changes based on hyper-connectivity 
2. Success means combining algorithms and humarithms 
3. Avoid reductionism - take the holistic view 
4. Platform over destination, interaction before transaction 
5. Social, mobile, analytics, cloud, intelligence (SMACI) 
6. Mindshare and purpose is everything, marketing = content 
7. Be more human to be indispensable (speed understander)

Summary and top take-aways



Thanks for your attention!
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www.futuristgerd.com to download these slides 
www.thefutureshow.tv  6 episodes 

www.techvshuman.com : my new film
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